
Unlock Freedom
Carrier or no carrier. It’s your choice. With Unlocked by Samsung smartphones, 
you have the freedom to choose what works best for your employees.1 You can 
also standardize on one device across multiple carriers, greatly simplifying IT. 
And no-contract Unlocked by Samsung smartphones can be customized for a 
company’s Wi-Fi only environment where no carrier is necessary, combining the 
functionality of a tablet with the portability of a hand-held device.

Unlock the Mobile Device Experience
Unlocked by Samsung smartphones don’t come pre-loaded with any carrier apps, 
so you have a consistent UI, and you can customize device software exactly the way 
you need it. And Unlocked by Samsung smartphones are optimized for U.S. carrier 
networks,2 with access to exclusive Samsung services like Knox and Samsung+ 
personal support.3 Nothing will hold you back.

Unlock Value
When everyone has the same UI, you have lower training, support and connectivity 
costs. You have the right contract with the carrier of your choice, or even have no 
carrier at all. Software updates are easily managed, and you can configure devices 
in bulk. And your unlocked devices are CapEx assets. With Unlocked by Samsung 
smartphones, you save from start to finish.

Unlock Defense-Grade Security
The Samsung Knox security platform4 is embedded within the hardware to ensure 
security from the chip up, right out of the box. Trusted by 29 governments and voted 
“most strong” by Gartner5, Knox features separate work and personal container 
solutions that guarantee user privacy while encrypting sensitive corporate data, so 
you can keep what’s yours, yours.6 Monthly updates keep your Unlocked by Samsung 
smartphones up to date with the latest security patches. And for added security, 
advanced iris scanning and fingerprint identification mean the Galaxy S8/S8+ 
smartphones can be accessed with just a simple look or touch.

Flexibility and Features to Accomplish More
Tap the dedicated button to access the Bixby Home screen, which serves up learned 
apps and content based on your location and habits. Bixby Vision image recognition 
technology allows you to natively read QR and UPC codes and business cards, 
perform text translation and visual search, and recognize points of interest. Use 
Bixby Reminder to keep track of the most important things throughout your day. 

Work Bigger, Work Better
With an infinity display that wraps from edge to edge, you can see more, show more 
and do more in a way that not only helps you look professional, but keeps you looking 
forward. An advanced 12MP F1.7 Dual Pixel rear-facing camera gives you virtually blur-
free image and document capture even in low-light conditions. And an 8MP F1.7 Smart 
Autofocus front-facing camera enables crystal-clear video calling and conferencing.

Advanced Features to Help You Achieve Without Limits
Employees stay connected with an all-day battery7 that offers adaptive fast charging8 
and wireless charging.9 Expandable storage up to 256GB10 gives mobile workers 
the agility to pack more projects to go, and IP68 water resistance11 keeps them 
up and running in all environments and weather conditions. The latest version 
of Knox Workspace4 supports Google Play for Work inside the container, Multi 
Window12 support, speech-to-text, and even more robust IT controls. And DeX 
lets you connect the Galaxy S8/S8+ to a monitor, keyboard and mouse13 for a 
rich desktop-like experience complete with contextual menus, drag-and-drop 
functionality and multiple, resizable windows. 

Unlock your 
business.

Unlock true mobility and empower 
productivity through untethered freedom, 
security and an optimal user experience.

Work without barriers and discover more opportunities with the Samsung 
Galaxy S8/S8+. Designed to give you the flexibility you need to make the 
best decisions for your business, Unlocked by Samsung smartphones allow 
you to choose the carrier that works best for you. The 5.8"/6.2" screens 
and Quad HD+ Super AMOLED displays deliver sharp definition for every 
business app, while Samsung Knox technology offers enterprise-grade 
security for all your mobile business data.

Contact Us: samsung.com/unlockedforbusiness

Unlocked by Samsung

http://www.samsung.com/business
http://www.samsung.com/unlockedforbusiness
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Galaxy S8 | Galaxy S8+

Color Midnight Black

Display14 S8 | 5.8" (146.5mm) Quad HD+ Super AMOLED, 2960 x 1440 Resolution (570ppi), Dual-Edge Screen
S8+ | 6.2" (158.1mm) Quad HD+ Super AMOLED, 2960 x 1440 Resolution (529ppi), Dual-Edge Screen

Processor Octa-core (2.35GHz Quad + 1.9GHz Quad), 64 bit, 10nm application processor

Network15 LTE Cat 16

Operating System Android™ 7.0 Nougat

Dimensions S8 | 5.86" x 2.68" x 0.31", 5.47 oz
S8+ | 6.28" x 2.89" x 0.32", 6.10 oz

Camera Rear | 12MP OIS (F1.7) Dual Pixel
Front | 8MP (F1.7) Smart Autofocus

Battery7
S8 | 3000 mAh
S8+ | 3500 mAh
Ultra Power Saving Mode, Adaptive Fast Charging8, Built-In Wireless Charging9, PMA and WPC

Memory / Storage Memory: 4GB RAM (LPDDR4)16 / Storage: 64GB, expandable up to 256GB with additional microSD card10

Water-Resistant/Dustproof IP6811

Audio MP3, M4A, 3GA, AAC, OGG, OGA, WAV, WMA, AMR, AWB, FLAC, MID, MIDI, XMF, MXMF, IMY, RTTTL, RTX, OTA, DSF, DFF

Video MP4, M4V, 3GP, 3G2, WMV, ASF, AVI , FLV, MKV, WEBM

Connectivity17

Wi-Fi 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac (2.4/5GHz),VHT80 MU-MIMO, 1024QAM 
Bluetooth® v 5.0 (LE up to 2Mbps), ANT+
Location (GPS, Galileo, Glonass, BeiDou)
USB Type-C, NFC

Sensor Accelerometer, Barometer, Fingerprint Sensor, Gyro Sensor, Geomagnetic Sensor, Hall Sensor, Heart Rate Sensor, Proximity Sensor, RGB Light Sensor, Iris Sensor, Pressure Sensor

Additional Features18 Knox™ 2.8, Samsung DeX™, Bixby® (Vision, Home, Reminder), Samsung Connect, Samsung Pass, Samsung Cloud, Samsung Health19, Samsung Pay (NFC, MST), Samsung Internet

Learn More samsung.com/business insights.samsung.com samsung.com/unlockedforbusiness
Product Support 1-866-SAM4BIZ
Follow Us   youtube.com/samsungbizusa   @SamsungBizUSA
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Device Layout

1. Autofocus Front Camera 

2. Iris Scanner

3. Home and Soft Keys

4. Headphone Jack

5. Volume Keys

6.  Bixby Button

7. Infinity Display 

8. Power/Lock Button

9. Rear Camera

10. Fingerprint Sensor

11. Speaker

12. USB Type-C 
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1Wireless voice, data and messaging services compatible with GSM networks such as AT&T and T-Mobile and certain regional carriers in the U.S. Not compatible with CDMA networks such as Verizon, Sprint and U.S. Cellular. Support for certain features and services, such as VoWiFi and hotspot, vary 
by wireless service provider. See provider for details. 2Devices will work on any compatible network. Wireless voice, data and messaging services are compatible with most GSM networks such as AT&T and T-Mobile and CDMA networks such as Verizon, Sprint and US Cellular. Support for certain rate 
plans, features and services such as VoWiFi and hotspot vary by wireless service provider. See provider for details.3These features and more may not be supported by non-U.S. Samsung unlocked devices. Non-U.S. refers to Samsung-branded devices intended for use in other countries and not imported 
or sold by Samsung Electronics America, Inc. 4Full Samsung Knox suite available for additional licensing fee.5Hevesi, P. “Mobile Device Security: A Comparison of Platforms.” Gartner, Inc. https://www.gartner.com/doc/3276422/mobile-device-security-comparison-platforms.6Knox container solutions 
may come with an additional licensing fee. 7Based on laboratory testing. Battery power consumption depends on factors such as network configuration; carrier; signal strength; operating temperature; features selected; vibrate mode; backlight settings; browser use; frequency of calls; and voice, data 
and other application-usage patterns. The maximum capacity of the battery will decrease with time and use. 8Adaptive Fast Charging requires an AFC-compatible charger to work. 9Wireless charging-compatible back included with device. Wireless charging pad sold separately. 10Embedded microSD 
card slot supports microSD cards up to 256GB (sold separately). 11Water-resistant and dustproof based on IP68 rating, which tests submersion in clear water up to 1.5 meters for up to 30 minutes. 12Multi Window does not support all apps. 13Products sold separately. 14Screen measured diagonally as a 
full rectangle without accounting for the rounded corners. 15May differ by markets and mobile operators. 16Portion of memory occupied by existing content. Total amount of available memory may be less based on configuration.17Galileo and BeiDou coverage may be limited. 18Additional features may 
vary by mobile operator. 19Not a medical monitoring/diagnostic device. Accuracy of data provided by this device and related software, including heart rate readings, may vary based on environmental/skin conditions, settings/user input, activities performed, and other end-user interactions. For more 
information, see www.samsung.com/us/heartratesensor and in-app disclosures.
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